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Good &
healthy
Organic & Balanced

Nutrition & ecological awareness
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For more than 30 years, Biscuits Bouvard has offered a range of
organic biscuits combining delicious food and environmental
awareness. Thanks to a meticulous selection of raw materials and
historical expertise, our Bioalbon brand stands out by offering
simple, natural, and above all gourmet organic products.
Our flagship biscuits with traditional recipes are going organic,
such as: the butter biscuit and the butter biscuit bar... but we also
have surprising tastes like sesame, spelt, or quinoa biscuits.
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Our commitments
Biscuits Bouvard has 
been making biscuits 

since 1902. 30 years of 
baking expertise for 

guaranteed taste.

Bioalbon is a brand for those 
who enjoy gourmet foods 
while taking their health

and the environment into 
consideration without giving 

up on taste. There’s 
something for everyone!

To go the extra mile, we build 
trust-based relationships with a 

network of partner suppliers. 
Today, we’re proud to work with 

wheat, egg, and cocoa.

The choice of our raw materials is 
made with renowned stakeholders in 
the organic domain. It follows strict 
specifications so that we offer you 

only the best.

All of our biscuits are made
in our factories in France.

Our wide range of 
biscuits will 

tantalize the taste 
buds.

Indulge in our 
chocolate, butter, 
or seed recipes.

expert

french

rigorous sustainable

diverse

gourmet



Milk chocolate biscuits
48%
Milk 

chocolate

Healthy : 
No trans fatty

acids
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French
wheat flour



Shelf life 12 months

EAN 3173990060372

Net weight 5,29 oz / 150 g

Number of units / box 12

Boxes / pallet 90

12 biscuits in cardboard packaging 
to share with friends or family.
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Biscuits Bouvard, 73 Rue Albert Metras,

ZAC de la Teppe 01250 Ceyzériat (France)
www.biscuits-bouvard.com

Milk chocolate biscuits

http://www.biscuitsbouvard.com/


Milk chocolate butter biscuits
48%
Milk 

chocolate

6

French
wheat flour

8%
Pur butter



Shelf life 12 months

EAN 3173990027542

Net weight 5,29 oz / 150 g

Number of units / box 12

Boxes / pallet 90

12 biscuits in cardboard packaging 
to share with friends or family.
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Biscuits Bouvard, 73 Rue Albert Metras,

ZAC de la Teppe 01250 Ceyzériat (France)
www.biscuits-bouvard.com

Milk chocolate butter 
biscuits

http://www.biscuitsbouvard.com/
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48%
Dark

chocolate

French wheat
flour

8%
Pur butter

dark chocolate butter biscuits



12 biscuits in cardboard packaging to 
share with friends or family.
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Biscuits Bouvard, 73 Rue Albert Metras,

ZAC de la Teppe 01250 Ceyzériat (France)
www.biscuits-bouvard.com

Shelf life 12 months

EAN 3173990026385

Net weight 5,29 oz / 150 g

Number of units / box 12

Boxes / pallet 90

Dark chocolate butter 
biscuits

http://www.biscuitsbouvard.com/
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Butter biscuits
Brown Cane 

Sugar

French wheat
flour

14%
Pur butter
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Biscuits Bouvard, 73 Rue Albert Metras,

ZAC de la Teppe 01250 Ceyzériat (France)
www.biscuits-bouvard.com

Easy to transport thanks to 
packaging in 4 pouches of 5 biscuits 
each in a cardboard box.

Shelf life 12 months

EAN 3173990060358

Net weight 5,89 oz / 167g

Number of units / box 12

Boxes / pallet 90

Petit beurre

http://www.biscuitsbouvard.com/
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Spelt and sesame biscuits
11%

Sesame seeds

French wheat
flour

16,5%
Einkorn flour
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Biscuits Bouvard, 73 Rue Albert Metras,

ZAC de la Teppe 01250 Ceyzériat (France)
www.biscuits-bouvard.com

Easy to transport thanks to 
packaging in 3 pouches of 5 biscuits 
each in a cardboard box.

Shelf life 12 months

EAN 3173990058218

Net weight 5,29 oz / 150 g

Number of units / box 12

Boxes / pallet 90

Spelt and sesame biscuits

http://www.biscuitsbouvard.com/
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Cocoa sandwich biscuits 6%
Cocoa powder

French wheat
flour

Sunflower
oil
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Biscuits Bouvard, 73 Rue Albert Metras,

ZAC de la Teppe 01250 Ceyzériat (France)
www.biscuits-bouvard.com

4 tasty portions of 3 biscuits.

Shelf life 10 months

EAN 3173990026361

Net weight 6,53 oz / 185 g

Number of units / box 12

Boxes / pallet 72

Cocoa sandwich biscuits

http://www.biscuitsbouvard.com/
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Sticks covered with milk chocolate

16

48%
milk chocolate

French wheat
flour

Pur butter
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Biscuits Bouvard, 73 Rue Albert Metras,

ZAC de la Teppe 01250 Ceyzériat (France)
www.biscuits-bouvard.com

Enjoy with the whole family! The ideal 
embellishment for your home-made 
desserts.

Shelf life 9 months

EAN 3173990026354

Net weight 4,41 oz / 125 g

Number of units / box 12

Boxes / pallet 84

Sticks covered with milk chocolate

http://www.biscuitsbouvard.com/
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Sticks covered with dark chocolate

18

48%
Dark chocolate

French wheat
flour

Pur butter
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Biscuits Bouvard, 73 Rue Albert Metras,

ZAC de la Teppe 01250 Ceyzériat (France)
www.biscuits-bouvard.com

A delicious thin biscuit wrapped in 
intense dark chocolate

Shelf life 12 months

EAN 3173990026392

Net weight 4,41 oz / 125 g

Number of units / box 12

Boxes / pallet 84

Sticks covered with dark chocolate

http://www.biscuitsbouvard.com/
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Seeds cookie
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5%
Sesame seeds

5%
Sunflower seeds

20%
Dark chocolate

chips
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Biscuits Bouvard, 73 Rue Albert Metras,

ZAC de la Teppe 01250 Ceyzériat (France)
www.biscuits-bouvard.com

Bar-shaped for sharing with friends.

Shelf life 9 months

EAN 3173990058218

Net weight 5,29 oz / 140 g

Number of units / box 12

Boxes / pallet 90

Seeds cookie

http://www.biscuitsbouvard.com/
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chocolate bar with milk filling
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38,2%
Milk chocolate

French wheat
flour

23,4%
Milk filling
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Biscuits Bouvard, 73 Rue Albert Metras,

ZAC de la Teppe 01250 Ceyzériat (France)
www.biscuits-bouvard.com

A delicious snack for your children, to eat on-the-go

Shelf life 9 months

EAN 3173990027481

Net weight 4,41 oz / 125 g

Number of units / box 12

Boxes / pallet 84

chocolate bar with milk filling

http://www.biscuitsbouvard.com/

